Dr. Mercado reflected on the history and significance of Día de los Muertos. Read more about it here.

Congratulations to Professor Bridges! The cover story she did for Parade magazine was up for a Folio Eddie -- the publishing equivalent of the Oscars or Emmys -- on Oct 31st, and she successfully received an honorable mention!

Professor Lew is back from the ACP National Media Convention in DC. ACP is the world’s largest and oldest national membership organization for college student journalists. Bob Woodward, former Washington Post reporter, who broke Watergate episode, was the invited speaker. Here’s both of them together!
Seven students from the USD Vista and USDTV attended the ACP National Media Convention in DC with Professor Lew. They had so much fun exploring the city and attending the convention!

Congratulations to the new Fall 2016 Initiates of Lambda Pi Eta!

- Caitlan Bertram
- Sarah Brewington
- Dylan Brockmeyer
- Brooke Cowan
- Kevin Do
- Lindsay Fitzpatrick
- Caitlin Fogarty
- Jennifer Givens
- Joshua Kracoff
- Kathryn Liberio
- Talia Malley
- Jessica Noe
- Christina Rontell
- Hannah Talpash
- Emma von Tscharner

Professor Bridges’ Emerging Media class just went on different field trips to various media outlets to hear and see their digital play in action.
Alumni Updates

Infographic by: Shaye Locatelli

hometown: San Jose, CA
Current home: Los Angeles
School:
-FIDM (2009)
-Univeristiy of San Diego (2012)

What does she do?
Retail coordinator for Seven for All Mankind.
-Works in the showroom in DTLA.
-Works with wholesale accounts throughout the entire west coast.

audrey reed

Most Important lessons She learned in her Career:
1. Kindess will take you far.
2. Be patient!
3. Have a good work ethic.

What are her future goals?
1. Earn her Master's Degree.
2. Own a business that inspires people.
MOVIE SCREENING
WARREN AUDITORIUM
IN SOLES @ 5:30PM

To submit any items for the Dec 2016 COMMunity Buzz, contact James Bartoli and Cristina Ramos jbartoli@sandiego.edu cristinar@sandiego.edu
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY
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Notes:

LAST DAY OF CLASSES!
Volunteer Opportunity!

Attention students! This volunteer event would be an amazing opportunity for anyone to get some great experience in sports industry, event management, communications, or hospitality.

Date: Monday, December 5th
Time: They vary depending on duties and volunteer’s schedule (6am-5pm or 9am-5pm or a custom schedule that fits with their day)
Location: The Crossings at Carlsbad
Attire: Golf clothing, comfortable shoes. We will also provide an event t-shirt. NO DENIM
Duties:
- Golf course set-up/breakdown
- Registration Management
- Red Carpet
- Banquet Set-up
- Gifting Suite
- Autograph Station
- Social Media
- Media Management

Students will be able to put this volunteer opportunity down on their resume. They will provide you with meals throughout the day, a swag bag at the end of the event and allow for various other opportunities at the event.